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We're going to make her ours, no matter the cost...SashaBroke after bailing out my criminal ex one

too many times, a boring and stuffy desk job at Steel and Stone Holdings seems like a bleak path to

getting back on my feet.But thatâ€™s before I met my two new bosses.Because Luke Steel and

Jordan Stone are anything but boring and stuffy. Theyâ€™re rough, tattooed, and criminally

attractive - not to mention demanding and dominant. Worse, theyâ€™re awakening something dark

inside of me - something aching to be let out.Iâ€™d ask how in the world Iâ€™m supposed to

choose between two forbidden men, but Iâ€™m not sure Iâ€™ll have to...Luke/JordanWe came from

nothing - clawing and fighting our way out of the streets to build the empire we sit on today. Success

has given us almost everything, but thereâ€™s one thing we canâ€™t find, no matter how hard we

look.And then, Sasha walked into our office.Weâ€™ve got certain appetites, and we have to have

her. We have to possess her, make her submit, and take her until sheâ€™s moaning both our

names.We need to make her ours, and nothing can stand in our way.And of course, we share

everything..."Twice Bossed" is a quick read (20k novella) involving hot, steamy insta-love with two

utterly obsessed alpha heroes. If you love over-the-top, slightly unrealistic, and wildly dirty stories,

this oneâ€™s for you! HEA mfm with NO CHEATING!
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Based on just the actual story, I give it four stars...based on the editing, I'd give it three. Regardless,

the story is white hot sexy, a quick, dirty little read with not one but TWO sexy alphas! Ms. Faye has

a lot of great potential..looking forward to more from her. POV from all three characters, HEA

standalone.

I love Madison Faye's books and this one is no exception. Insta-love and over the top alpha males!

What's not to love? Add to that she also gives you Twice Driven and Professor (both of which I've

read twice already) and you're in for a real treat! There were a few editing issues but that's

something I can easily overlook. The only negative I see in this compilation is the books are not long

enough. I look forward to more great reads from Madison.

All erotica which is ok. Not sure I realized this was four short stories and not much in the story line.

The grammar is the worst I have seen in a long time. Whole sentences are missing on almost every

page in every story. I couldn't come up with what the author was trying to say. I believe she was so

caught up in the erotica that she lost her train of thought. I have read over 510 ebooks and I believe

this was the worst for grammatical errors.

I really enjoyed the sex scenes even though the same adjectives were used over and over again in

the first book and throughout the bonus books. I'm one of those people who gets distracted by

misspellings and grammar, so it was unfortunate that there were so many throughout the 3 book

bundle. It's worth the read for the steamy sex scenes.

****ARC was provided by Madison Faye in exchange for an honest review.****Another great story

by Madison Faye! I love her OTT alphas and strong, yet submissive heroines. This one has double

the pleasure with not one, but two, hot alphas - Luke Steel and Jordan Stone. Sasha Reed is at her

wit's end without a job and has used up all her savings on her criminal loser ex-boyfriend whom she

finally dumped after two years.Sasha ends getting hired as the assistant to Luke and Jordan and

when she meets them on her first day of work - BAM! Hot insta-love/attraction! Apparently the

attraction is a two way street and both Luke and Jordan (who love to share women) find themselves

instantly obsessed and possessive of Sasha.The attraction between the three is steamy and the sex

is hot and dirty! There is no cheating, but there is menage (m/f/m) and an HEA! If you love those,

then this book is for you! And Madison Faye's books are on KU, which I'm a subscriber. I'm always



happy when authors publish through KU since I feel like I'm getting my money's worth! The only

thing keeping from giving this book 5 stars is I wanted more, more, more! More story! More sex!

More of Sasha, Luke and Jordan! I'm excited to note that at the end of the book the Twice Series by

Madison is going to continue with another one called 'Twice Tackled'. Yay! Sounds like a hot

football story. Can't wait!

fell in love with this story and i adored the characters, i strongly believe that Madison Faye will be

my new "author obsession". Sasha was hired by a company with two smoking hot, sexy, dominant

CEO men after breaking up with her crazy ex-boyfriend, she never expected that she will be

attracted to both of her bosses Luke and Jordan and that they too share the same feeling but with

some hesitation because of a previous bad experience."Those damned smiles, supremely confident

and almost cocky, and those piercing eyes shamelessly wandered up and down the generous

expanse of my legs that were openly on display."The explicit, naughty scenes were super hot didn't

expect anything less, it was quite enjoyable with fun, sweet/erotic dialogues and you will definitely

fell in love with the story and the characters i was particularly impressed because even though it's

fast pace short short the author added in this beauty some action making it even more interesting.

Surely this book is recommended to all ladies, i can't wait to see what else the author has in store

for us."With Sasha Reed walking around the office, we were done."ARC kindly provided by the

author in exchange for an honest review.

Madison Faye is a new author to me and when she and her books were suggested to me on  I

downloaded them on kindle unlimited straight away â€“ especially when I find out quite a few of them

are mÃ©nage books. (I have a weakness for mÃ©nages, bikers and single fathers)Sasha is newly

single and has just started a new job; on her first day she is introduced to her new bosses, Jordan

Stone & Luke Steel. She instantly feels a connection to them and vice versa, they feel it too, but

after being stung by a woman before, in the form of being sued, Jordan and Luke are hesitant to

trust another woman, but they really canâ€™t resist Sasha!After a hot and steamy no pantie

moment, they all decide to try a relationship. This book is seriously HOT!

Sasha is recently divorced from her criminal husband but legal fees have wiped out her savings.

She gets a secretary job working for hot CEO Luke and Jordan. Sasha, Luke and Jordan are

instantly attracted to each other but at first refuse to act on it due to their professional setting. On

Sasha 2nd day of work she spills ice tea all over her lap. Her only choice is to change into her short



tennis skirt and go without panties. When Luke and Jordan see her inappropriate attire, they give

into their feelings and start dominating Sasha.. Sasha loves being ordered around by her hot

bosses and being the filling in their sandwich. Their relationship is very hot but there are strong

emotions too.
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